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ABSTRACT. The continuity relationship that is often used in the study of ice sheets a nd ice shelves is 
developed by integra ting the equation of continuity through the ice thickness. This equa tion is then 
integrated again with resp ect to horizontal distance from a n ice divide, showing that the difference between 
the true ice velocity a nd the ba lance velocity, which is defined , is a measure of the time change of the mass 
o f a column through the ice thickness. 

T he rela tionship is applied using data from a long the " BYI'd" station strain ne twork, Antarctica. This 
region is found to be thinning slowly (0 .03 m a - I of ice of m ea n d ensity) and uniformly, but it is still close 
to steady-state. The calculations would show a larger thinning ra te if bottom sliding contributed more to 
the ice movement a nd integral shear contributed less, but the " BYI'd" station bore-hole tilting results of 
Garfield a nd Ueda ( [9 75, (976), together wi th surface velocity m easurements at " Byrd" station, indica te 
that most of the ice flow is by deforma tion w ithin the ice mass. This la rge amount o f internal deformation is 
more than that predicted by most " flow laws" , probably because of the strongly oriented ice-crystal fabric 
in the ice shee t. The cause of ice thinning is probably decreased surface mass ba la nce beginning be fore 
A. D. [550. 

The consistent rela tio nship between m easu red velocity a nd balance velocity indica tes that the ice fl ow 
is simple a nd that flow lines are in the sam e direction at depth as at the surface when considered smooth ed 
over a d istance of [0 km. Because the ice shee t is at present thinning, the balance velocity, calculated only 
from flow line and surface mass-balance data, a nd the somewha t mistaken assumption of steady-state, is 
[5 % less than the true ice velocity. This rather sma ll difference confirms the use of bala nce-velocity estimates 
where velocity measurements a re not available. 

RESUME. L'eqllation de continuite et SOil appLication a La caLolle glaciaire pres de la station " Byrd" en Antarctique. 
La rela tion de continuite que l'on utilise souvent dans I'e tude des calottes glac ia ires et des banquises es t 
developpee en integra nt I'equation de continuite it travel's I'epaisseur de la glace. Cette equation es t a lars 
integn!e it nouveau par rapport a la distance hori zon tale depuis un point de sepa ration d e deux ecoulem ents 
glacia ires; elle montre que la difference entre la vra ie vitesse d e gl ace et la vitesse "de balance", qui es t d efinie, 
est une mesure du cha ngem ent avec le temps d e la masse d 'une colonne it travel's l'epaisseur de la glace. 

La relation est a ppliquee en utilisant d es d onnees recuei llies dans le reseau de d eforma tion de la station 
" BYI'd " dans l'Anta rct ique. On trouve que cette region est en tra in de s'am incir lentement (0,03 m a - I de 
glace de densite moyenne) et uniformement, mais est encore proche de son etat sta tionnaire. Les caJculs 
aboutiraient it une vitesse d 'amincissement plus forte si le glissement sur le fond contribua it plus au mouve
ment d e la glace, et le cisai llement interne y contribuait moins, mais les resultats d es m esures d ' inclinaison 
des trous de forage it la s tation "Byrd " obtenus par Garfield et Ueda ([975, (976) a insi que les mesures de 
v itesse de surface it la sta tion " ByI'd", prouvent que la plus grande part de I' ecoulement de la glace es t le 
fruit d e la deformation interne de la masse d e glace. Cette grande importance de la d eformation interne es t 
superieure it celle prevue par la plupart d es " lois d 'ecoulement", p robablement en raison de la forte ori enta
tion preferentielle des axes optiques des cristaux da ns la glace de calotte. La cause de l'amincissem ent 
est proba blement une ba isse du bilan de m asse superficicl comme nc;:a nt avant A.D. 1550. 

L'existence d'une relation etroite en tre la vitesse mesuree e t la vitesse de balance indique que l'ecoulement 
d e la glace est simple et que les lignes de couran t son t dans la meme direction en profondeur qu'en surface 
d es lors qu'on considere des resultats lisses sur [ 0 km. Comme la calotte glaciaire es t en cours d'amincisse
ment, la vitesse de ba la nce, calculee seulem ent it partir des lignes d e courant e t d es d onnes du bilan cle 
surface mais avec l'h ypo these q uelque peu errone d 'un etat stationnaire, est de [5 % inferieur it la veritable 
vitesse d e la glace. Cette difference assez fa ible confirme la legitimi te de l'utilisa tion d es es timations d e la 
vitesse d 'apres les bila n lorsqu' il n'y a pas d e m esures de vitesse disponibles. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Kontinuitiitsgleichung llnd ihre Allwend,lllg azif das Inlandeis bei der "Byrd"-Station, 
Antarktika. Die K ontinuitatsbeziehung, welche oft beim Studium von Eisschilden und Schelfeisen benutzt 
wird , wird durch Integration der Kon tinuita tsgleichung liber die Eisstarke hergeleitet. Diese Gleichung 
wircl dann nochmals liber die H orizontalen tfernung zu einer Eisscheide integriert, woraus sich ergibt, class 
die clefinierte Differen:!' zwischen der wahren Eisgeschwindigkeit und del' Ausgleichsgeschwindigkeit ein 
M ass flir die zei tliche Anderung der Masse einer Saule durch das Eis ist. 

Die Beziehung wird a ufDaten aus dem Spa nnungsnetz langs cler " Byrd" -Sta tion , Antarktika, angewand t. 
In clieser R egion find et eine langsame (0,03 m /l ahr von Eis mittlerer Dich te) und gleichformige Ausdlinnung 
statt, doch verhalt sie sich fast noch stationar. Die Rechnungen wlirden eine gross ere Ausdlinnungsrate 
ergeben, wenn Gleiten am Untergrund mehr, innere Scherung dagenen weniger zur E isbewegung beitragen 
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wiirde ; doeh weisen die Neigungsergebnisse von Garfield und Ueda ( 1975, 1976) vom Bohrloeh bei d el' 
" Byrd"-Station zusammen mit I\tIessungen del' Oberflaehengeschwindigkeit an der "Byrd"-Station darauf 
hin, da~s die Eisbewegung ha uptsachlich auf der D eformation innerha lb der Eismasse beruht. Dieser grosse 
Betrag innerer Deformation ubertrifft die Vorhersage der meisten "Fliessgesetze", vermutlieh infolge der 
Bildung straff orientierter Eiskristalle in der Eisdecke. Del' Grund fur das Ausdiinnen d es Eises liegt vermut
lieh in del' abnehmenden Massenbilanz an der OberAaehc, die vor A.D. 1550 begann. 

Die bestehende Beziehung zwisehen gemessener Geschwindigkeit und Ausgleichsgesehwindigkeit zeigt an, 
dass del' Eisfluss einfach ablauft und dass die Stromlinien in der Tiefe dieselbe Riehtung aufweisen wie 
a n del' Oberflache, wenn man iiber Streeken von IQ km Lange glattet. Infolge del' gegenwartigen Aus
diinnung d es Eises ist die Ausgleichsgeschwindigkeit, berechnet ausschlie3slich mi t Daten von Stromlinien und 
aus der oberflaehlichen Massenbilanz sowie unter d er manchmal missverstandcnen Annahmc cines sta tionaren 
Zustandes, 15 % gcringer a ls die wahre Ei ,gesehwindigkeit. Diesc reeht kleine Differenz lass! die Benutzung 
von Ausgleieh~geschwi ndigkeiten dort, wo Gesehwindigkeitsmessungen nieht vorliegen , als zu lass ig 
erscheinen. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most useful concepts for the study of glaciers is that of mass continuity. The 
concept can b e used to calculate the steady-state balance velocities of glaciers for which field 
measurements of velocity are not available and, for glaciers whose velocity has been measured , 
the theory can be used to test for steady-state and to calculate the rate of thickness change. 
However, there are difficulties in the use of the equation, particularly because ice velocity at 
depth is normally expected to be different from that near the surface. 

The theory will be developed from first principles and then applied using data from the 
"Byrd" sta tion strain network (BSSN), Antarctica. The balance velocity, which is calculated 
largely from surface mass-balance information (net accumulation of snow), will be compared 
with measured velocities as a test of the balance velocity, and then used for calculating rates of 
ice thickness change. 

The variations of balance velocity and of m easured velocity along the BSSN will then be 
compared with one another in order to tes t the assumption of simple ice flow that is used in 
the application of the theory. 

2. THEORY 

T he basic theory is described by Shumskiy ( 1965) and Shumskiy and Ba uer (1965), who 
integrated the equation of continuity through the ice thickness. This method is followed here, 
and an equiva lent but simpler expression is obtained. This expression is then integrated 
again, but with respect to horizontal distance from an ice divide, and a balance velocity is 
defined that can be compared to measured velocities to calculate rates of ice thickness change. 

The equation of continuity states that the time-rate of mass change of a volume element 
is balanced by a net mass movement into or out of the element. Letting the symbol p denote 
the mass of a n element of unit dimensions (density), t time, and u the ice velocity vector, the 
equation of continuity is written: 

op 
- + V'pu = 0, ot 

where V · pu is the mass flux divergence for all three orthogonal directions. This is a basic 
relationship that is true for glaciers in which pu describes the true mass flow. (Effects such as 
water flow through the glacier are not considered. ) 

The behavior of the whole thickness of the glacier is the concern here, and advantage 
can be taken of known boundary conditions at the upper and lower surfaces of the glacier by 
integrating Equation (I) through the ice thickness. 

Taking the differentiations outside the integrations, Equation (1), integrated through the 
ice thickness, is: 
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~ ~ 

o J OZt OZ b J at pdZ- PtTt + Pbat-+( puz)t- (puzh + V · pu dz-

~ ~ 

- (pu )t- V z t + (pUh·VZb = 0, (2) 

where V is the divergence operator for just the two directions, x andy, that are perpendicular 
to the z-direction. Italic subscripts denote vector components and Roman subscripts t (for 
top) and b (for bottom) indicate the position where the value is to be taken. 

Many terms in Equation (2) can be made to cancel or simplify when the vertical velocities 
at the upper and lower boundaries (uzlt and (uz) b are considered. The vertical velocity at 
each surface is the combined effect of the mass balance at the surface, any net change in 
surface elevation, and the z-component of ice movement as constrained by the slope of the 
surface (Fig. I). That is: 

(Uz) t = Ut· V z t- bt / pt + ozt! ot, 
(uz)b = Ub·VZb + bb/Pb + OZb /Ot, 

where bt and h are the mass balances of the top and bottom surfaces, respectively (measured 
in the z-direction) . The signs of the mass-balance terms are different for the two boundaries 
because positive mass addition is upward at the bottom and downward at the top surface. 

Surface 
of 

ice sheet 

Buried surface.J 
one unit of time old 

x - direction 

_ _ _} b/ P net snow accumulation 

Fig. I . Relationship of terms in the upper boundary condition for the case of zero net change of surface elevation, a1/d two
dimerlsio1/al flow . 

Substituting these boundary conditions into Equation (2), the thickness-integrated equa
tion of continuity becomes: 

It has not been necessary to d efine the origin of the coordinate system carefully, except 
that it should be suitably fixed for the velocities to have meaning. Considerations of the 
adjustment of the Earth's crust, or of the ocean water in the case of an ice shelf, to a changing 
ice load do not affect the relation. The coordinate system could be fixed with respect to the 
geoid, to an isostatically adjusting substrate, or to a m ean upper surface of the ice mass. 

Equation (3) could have been obtained directly by considering the mass flow into or out 
of a column taken through the ice (Fig. 2). The change in mass of the column, 

,. 

~ J P d z, 

'b 
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L 
~libo" om /P) 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustrating the terms in Equation (3). For simpliciry, lly = 0, in the figure. The figure in heavy li,ltj 
represents a column through the ice thickness. 

is the difference b etween the sum of the mass balances at the two surfaces (bt+ h ), a nd the 
horizontal divergence of total mass transport. T his rela tionship has, however, not a lways been 
correctly sta ted, (for example by Whillans, 1973), and it is valua ble to have developed 
Equa tion (3) from the basic equa tion of continuity (Equa tion (I)) . 

The integra ted continuity equa tion (Equation (3)) is further simplified by d efining a 
density-weighted mean ice velocity. First, however, the mean density p is defined by : 

z. 

p = ~ J p dz, 

where Z = Zt-Zb represents ice thickness. T he density-weighted m ean ice velocity, Cl is then 
z. 

Cl = _I_J pu dz 
pZ ' 

Zb 

and Equation (3) b ecomes : 

This equation is exact, and variations of it h ave been used by other workers. Mellor 
(1968) and Thomas (1976) assumed that the horizontal velocity is constant with depth and 
that there are no horizontal varia tions in mean d ensity. They calculated thickness change 
rates for parts of Greenland and western Antarctica, respectively. Budd (1970[b] ) a nd Budd 
and Radok (197 I) supposed that the divergence of mean velocity was rela ted to the divergence 
of top-surface velocity by a multiplication factor obtained from the horizontal velocity profile, 
and so calculated thickness change ra tes for the Law Dome, Antarctica. This approach is 
very similar to that taken here. Hughes (1973) and Whillans (1973) used expressions similar 
to Equations (5) and (6) below. 

The balance velocity is obtained by integrating Equation (4) with respect to the x-direction 
from an ice divide. An ice divide is a site where 

Ux = o. 
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The x-direction will later be constrained to follow, or nearly follow, the mean ice-flow direction. 
Integra ting Equation (4) : 

(5) 

in which X d is the value of x at the divide and the balance velocity qx is defined by 

(6) 

The next section shows how separate de terminations of qx and Ux can be made. The 
difference between the two is a m easure of the total up-glacier rate of change of mass due to 
non-steady-state behavior. For steady-state, opZ/ot = 0, and the balance velocity is, by 
Equation (5), equal to the x-component of the m ean ice velocity, ux . 

In the case of steady-state, if the x-axis is a flow-line direction, and if w is the mean (over 
depth) spacing between two flow lines; then, 

x 

Xct 

This, essentially, is the formula used by Budd a nd o thers (197 I) to estimate ice-sheet velocities 
using data on the shape of the ice sheet and surface mass balances. 

If the ice m ass is also two-dimensional (zero velocity components in the y -direction), 
Equation (7) can be written more simply in the form often used in theoretical a nalyses (for 
example, Bentley, 1971 ; Nye, 1959; Weertman, 19 76) : 

Xd 

The term " ba la nce velocity" for qx needs expla nation. The name is appropriate because 
the velocity is calculated from mass balance integrated up-glacier with allowance made for 
flow-line convergence and divergence. The balance velocity is, however, not necessarily the 
velocity needed for the glacier to attain steady-state. Non-steady-sta te could, for example, 
b e due to a cha nge in climate, a ffecting bt, or to a cha nge in the d ynamic interactio n within 
the ice mass or between the ice mass and the substra te that alters the velocities and fl ow lines. 
Both surface m ass balance and velocity or flow-line spacing enter in to the calculation of the 
balance velocity. Thus, although the difference b etween the balance velocity qx a nd the 
actual mean velocity Ux is a measure of the up-glacier thickness change, the difference does 
not immediately suggest the cause of any thickness change. 

A quantity qy has not been defined because it is not needed a nd because it cannot be 
calculated with available data from the BSSN. The subscript in qx is retained to emphasize 
that qx is a component in the x-direction. 

3. ApPLICATION 

The continuity relationship developed above calls for quantities averaged through the ice 
thickness, but generally, except a t a very few sites, only surface values are available. The mean 
density can be calculated or obtained from ice cores and this mean probably does not vary by 
important amounts over dista nces of the order of 100 km for a thick ice sheet. The most 
critical need is the depth variation of velocity. 
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Because of the uncertainty in the mean velocity, the x-integrated form of the continuity 
relationship (Equations (5) and (6)) is used here. If the x-direction approximates the flow 
line, this relationship separates the problem associated with the vertical variation of the 
x-component of velocity that is due to basal drag at the substrate, from the problem of changing 
flow-line direction with depth. As will be shown below for the BSSN, the problem of flow-line 
direction change at d epth is not critical to the analysis, but the problem of the depth variation 
of the x-component of horizontal velocity is very important, and the use of the x-integrated 
relationship has the advantage of deferring that problem to the interpretation stage. 

Before discussing the depth variation of velocity, Equation (6) can be made more simple 
by assuming that the mean density is constant in the study area. Density increases very 
rapidly with depth in the upper 200 m and varies by less than 5 % in the remaining thickness 
(Gow, 1970). Although variations in thickness and deep temperatures along the BSSN will 
influence it, changes in the density profile of the upper 200 m are expected to have the largest 
effect on the mean density. The density profile near the surface (in the firn) is determined 
largely by surface temperature and mass balance (Gow, [1975]), and neither of these vary in 
an important way a long the BSSN, except perhaps near the ice crest. The mean density can 
therefore be taken as independent of position and Equation (6) simplifies to: 

(8) 

When considered on a broad scale, the velocity vectors for ice in a vertical column through 
the ice sheet must all lie in a single plane. This is because the flow of the ice at a ll depths is 
due to the component of gravity directed down the mean surface slope. Variations in the 
substrate cause perturbations to this average flow, but the perturbations are in all directions 
and should not cause any systematic mean deviation in flow-line direction with depth. Local 
variations on a scale ofless than about ten times the ice thickness are not considered here, and 
the resulting calculations will show the effects of these local variations. The constraint that 
horizontal flow is in the same direction at each depth is expressed by: 

Ux = ux/cP, 
Uy = Uy/cP, 

in which ~ is a function of depth and of horizontal position and describes the shape of the 
horizontal velocity profile. 

The shape ~ of the average profile of horizontal velocity is determined by the mean 
surface slope, ice thickness, the temperature profile, and the crystallographic fabric of the ice 
mass. All of these factors vary with distance from the ice divide but are not expected to vary 
significantly at the appropriate scale in the perpendicular, or y direction. The function 4> can 
thus be taken to be independent of y, and, using this concept, the transverse strain-rate at 
the top surface is 

. OUyt I OUy 
€yyt = lY = 4>t ay , 

and Equation (8) becomes 

x 

qx = i f (~+6pb -~tZ€yyt-4>tUyt ~;) dx. (9) 
Xd 

The shape factor 4> for the velocity profile can be calculated using a flow law for ice. The 
relationship between stress and strain-rate at the shear stresses ( ~0.4 bar) appropriate to the 
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BSSN is, however , not well established. The dominant shear stress 'rxz is given by the familiar 
formula (Paterson, 1969, p. 90) : 

T XZ = pgd sin CI( , 

where d is the depth and Cl( the surface slope. Figure 3 shows the relative velocity profile from 
the " Byrd" station bore hole as obtained by Garfield and Ueda ( 1975, 1976). The measured 
strain-rate between 800 and I 500 m depth, where the ice temperature is lower tha n - 22 °C, 
is only about six times smaller than that found by Melior and Testa (1969) on laboratory 
samples at the same devia tor stress but at the very much hig her temperature of -2°C . 
Studies on the temperature dependence of the flow law predict that the strain-ra tes at these 
two temperatures should differ by much more, depending on the study (see review of Glen, 
1975). The discrepancy is a lso very great (two orders of magnitude) between these hole
tilting results and the extrapolation to low stresses of the laboratory-determined flow law of 
Barnes and o thers ( 197 1). That relation was found capable of describing ice-shelf spreading 
at somewha t hig her stresses (Thomas, 1973). 

Relative velo ci ty ( ma' l ) 

500 

Depth ( m ) 

1000 

1500 

2000 

2500 

Fig. 3. Relalive ice velocilv projile al " Byrd" slationjrolll Carjield and Ueda (1975) . The dOlled lille is Ihe lIIaximulIl relative 
veloci(v and Ihe solid line is the relative velocity component in the direction S. 40° W. The dashed line is the interpolation 
to the total relalive velocity at the bol/om. Ice depths are adjusted 10 the mean ice density oj 911.7 kg m- J (fJersonal com
m/micalionjro//! A.]. Cow in I976). Relative velocity measurements were not possible below the density-adjusted depth qf 
1 4[12 m because the bore hole became blocked. 

The available flow laws are thus unable to describe the m easured hole tilling. The 
explanation may be in the strongly oriented crystallographic fabric in the ice hee t deeper 
than about 400 m (Gow and Williamson, 1976). The fabric is conducive to shear on hori
zontal planes, but there is no published qua ntitative theory d escribing the e ffect of the 
crystallographic fabric on the flow law. 

I t is therefore necessary to obtain the shape fac tor </> empirically. The surface velocity at 
the " Byrd" station end of the BSSN has been calculated by assuming that the ice cres t (km 0) 
is stationary. The velocity at " Byrd" station, 2 km beyond the end of the BSS[ , has been 
obtained from repeated Doppler satelli te fix es (Anderl e, 1974; pe rsonal communication from 
W. H. Chapman). Both methods find that the surface velocity is about 12.7 m a - I. An 
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extreme velocity- depth profile is then obtained by linear interpolation between the d eepest 
relative velocity obtained by Garfield and Ueda and the net velocity of 12 .7 m a - I with 
respect to the substrate (dashed line in Fig. 3). In this limit, there is no basal sliding. The 
limit in the other extreme is ice motion entirely by basal sliding (4) = I, and Ut = u). The 
bore-hole tilting results suggest, however, that the true situation is closer to that of no basal 
sliding, for which 4>t = 0.86, and the surface velocity is 1.8 m a-I faster than the mean 
velocity. * 

Figure 4 shows the balance velocity qx of Equation (9) plotted for the case of hb = 0, 

Uyt oZ/oy = 0, and 4>t equal to 0.86 (solid line) and to 1.0 (dotted line). Note that this 
widest range of values for 4>t affects q x by only a bout 7% . Since Uyt oZ/oy is set to zero, the 
plot is valid where the BSSN follows the flow line (Uyt = 0). 

15 

;0 

_r2o----~0~~=,20r----,40-----6~O-----,80----~IO-0----~12-0----IT4-0----IT6-0--~18~ 
x ( km ) 

Fig. 4. Surface velocity U" t and balance velocity qx for '" = 0.86. Dotted lille isJor '" = 1.0 and dashed line isJor '" = 0.86 
including the cross-traverse ice advection term. " Byrd" station and Ihe deep bore hole are at km 162. 

The surface velocity Uxt is a lso shown. As described above, at " Byrd" station this velocity 
is at most 1.8 m a- IJa rger than the mean velocity ux. At km 131, for example, Ux > (9.8 - 1.8) 
m a - I, q x ~ 6.4 (for 4>t ~ 0.86), a nd Z = 2 600 m, so that by Equation (5), if the mean 
ice density is not cha nging, the ice sheet between km 0 and km 131 is thinning at an average 
rate of a t least 0.03 m a - I. If the movement were totally by basal sliding the calculations 
show a n average thinning rate of 0.08 m a- I. As discussed earlier, however, the " Byrd" 
bore-hole tilting results indicate that most of the ice motion is by internal shear, and 0.03 m a- I 
is the best value for the thinning ra te . 

4. RELIABILITY OF CAL CULATIONS 

The calculations leading to the solid lines of Figure 4 assumed that bb = 0 and tha t 
Uy oZ/oy = o. These are reasona ble simplifications for the BSSN region. Generally, the 
flow line does follow the axis of the BSSN (Fig. 5), so tha t uy = 0, and neither important net 
melting nor freezing at the base of the ice sheet is probable. 

A basal net freezing rate of 41 kg m - 2 a- I down-glacier from km 40 (or proportionately 
less for a larger region) t would alter the calculations so tha t there is no thickening or thinning 
(for the favored 4> = 0.86). However, such a freezing rate would have developed more than 
580 m of basal regelation ice at " Byrd" station, where only 4.83 m is observed by core analysis 
(Gow and Williamson, 1975). A thickness of a few centimeters or less of regelation ice is 

• Using velocity components in the net direction of flow (S. 40° W.). 
t Sustained basal freezing may not be possible near an ice divid e. Ice flow is slow and basal freezing would 

freeze the ice sheet to the substrate and further freezing would occur within the substrate and not at the glacier 
sole. For discussion purposes, a point 40 km from the ice divide has been selected where there may be sufficient 
basal sliding to maintain a balance between basal accretion and removal of regelation ice by the glacier. 
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~600 
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140 
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+ SOUTH 
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[2400 

Fig. 5. Map view showing the location oJ the" Byrd" station strain network (rectangle ), ice thicknesses in meters, and surface 
velocity vectors. In the inset map the strain network is the short straight Lille. 

expected due to pressure melting a nd freezing connected with the basal sliding process (Kamb, 
1970; Nye, 1970) and the larger observed thickness argues against the possibility of net ablation 
of ice from the base of the ice sheet. T he bottom mass-balance is apparently very small and 
positive, but for present purposes, not importantly different from zero. 

The second assumption , that the term Uyt o<.loy is equal to zero, is valid where the BSSN 
follows or nearly follows the ice flow line (since Uyt :::::: 0). T he flow line does deviate from the 
BSSN axis beyond km 13 1 and, in principle, the term, </>tUyt o<.loy, could be calculated. 
Ice thickness gradients in the y-direction are, however, not adequately known . A rough 
calculation has been made for the region beyond km 131 using the very la rge value for 
o<.loy of - 0.067 taken from Figure 5. The resulting calculation is shown as a dashed line in 
Figure 4 for </> = 0.86. I ce thickness gradients in the y -direction and the amount of cross
traverse ice advection Uyt are much smaller elsewhere along the BSSN, except perhaps near 
the ice crest (Fig. 5), so that setting Uyt o<./dy equal to zero is justified for most of the BSSN. 

The surface velocity Ux t is obtained by assuming that the ice crest (point of highest eleva
tion) is a lso the ice divide. This assumption is supported by the agreement of the velocity so 
calculated for near " Byrd" station with the Doppler satellite-determined velocity. The 
agreement is still good, however, if there is a small horizonta l velocity at the ice crest. There 
is a small surface slope in the y -direction at the ice crest and Uyt is expected to be small and 
positive there, instead of being zero as assumed. Accounting for this possibility alters the 
balance velocities near the ice crest, especially because of important cross-traverse ice
thickness gradients in that area (Fig. 5), but it does not significantly affect the results of calcula
tions elsewhere. 

The x position of the ice divide is also not critical to the a na lysis. Even if the ice divide 
should occur, rather improbably, 30 km on the " Byrd" station side of the ice crest, the 
agreement between the surface velocity and the balance velocity is not strongly affected. 
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The calculation uses mass balances obtained from stake measurements for the interval 
1964 to 1974 (Whillans, 1975). Mean mass balances for a time comparable to the reaction 
time of the ice sheet to mass-balance changes are most appropriate to the analysis, and this 
reaction time is many thousands of years (Whillans, 1973). Thompson (1973) finds that the 
spacing of layering of microparticle content at a depth of 180 m in the "BYI'd" station core is 
compatible with the assumption that the layers are annual, and that surface mass balances and 
strain-rates have not changed by a large amount during the past I 500 years. The surface 
mass-balance distribution in the immediate vicinity of the core hole is, however, not known 
well enough to apply this finding with confidence to the present work. Cow (1968) obtained 
surface mass balances from pit and core studies at "old ByI'd" station (Fig. 5). The maximum 
ten-year mean difference from the I 700 year mean mass balance is 28 kg m-2 a-I (for the 
period A.D . 1570 to 1580). This time record finishes in 1960 and it is not tied either to Cow's 
stake network that was started in 1962 (Cow and others, 1972) or to the BSSN network. * It 
is thus not known how the surface mass balance along the BSSN for 1964- 74 compares with the 
long-term mean for the same area, but this mass balance is unlikely to differ more from the 
long-term mean than the 1570- 80 mass balance differs from the mean for "old Byrd" station. 

It would require surface mass balances about 41 kg m - 2 a - I, or 300/0 greater than those 
measured, for the region between km 40t and km 160 in order for the continuity calculation 
to show perfect steady-state. This difference exceeds the maximum recorded change in 
Cow's 1 700 year mass-balance record from "old Byrd" station. It is considered very unlikely 
that the measured mass balances for the BSSN are 41 or even 20 kg m - 2 a - I less than the 
long-term mean and the thinning rate calculation is considered significant. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The continuity calculations show that the ice outflow rate is not quite compensated by the 
surface mass balance, and the ice thickness, or more correctly, the ice mass is diminishing 
slowly at about 0.03 m a - I (of ice of mean density) . This interpretation is consistent with a 
recent analysis of radio-echo-determined layering in the ice sheet (Whillans, 1976). That study 
found that the ice sheet is and has been close to steady-state, but that small deviations from 
steady-state, due perhaps to a proportional change in surface mass-balance, would not be 
detected by the technique. 

The change in ice mass determined by the present study could be interpreted as ice-sheet 
thinning, as a decrease in the mean density of the ice column, or as a combination of both 
effects. In the present work, the complication of a secular change in mean densit y is avoided if 
the thinning result is considered as a rate of loss of mean-density ice, and the changing ice 
sheet is adjusted in thickness to the present-day mean density. Secular density changes are 
quite probable due to the penetration of Holocene warmth into the ice mass causing thermal 
expansion and a density reduction, or to changes in the density of the firn profile caused by 
more recent changes in surface temperature or mass balance. Such secular dcnsity changes do 
not, however, alter the essential result of this work, that the mass of a vertical column through 
the ice sheet is diminishing. 

For the BSSN region, the balance velocity qx is about 80% of the true mean ice velocity 
and as such is a reasonable estimate of the mean velocity. The balance velocity was calculated 
using accurate present-day surface mass balances, ice thicknesses, and measured rates of 
change of flow-line separation. Budd and others (197 I) calculated balance velocities by a 

* The records from "old Byrd" and "new Byrd" stations do not seem to correlare with file stake measure
ments. The3e records are contained in: U.S. Weather Bureau. Climatological data for Antarctic slations, Nos. 5- 7. 
Washington, D.C. , 1964-65; U.S. Environmental Data Service. Climatological data for Antarctic stations, Nos. 8- 10. 

Washington, D.C. , 1966-70; U .S. Environmental Data Service. Climatological data for selected U.S. Antarctic stations, 
No. 11. AshevilIe, N.C., n.d. [1972?]; U.S. Environmental Data Service. Climatological data for Amundsell- Scott, 
Antarctica, No. 12. Asheville, N.C., 1974. 

t Choosing km 40 here because it is between two mass-balance regimes (Whillans, 1974). 
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formula (Equation (7)) which is nearly equivalent in the present n ear-steady-state case, but 
obtained changes in flow-line separation from elevation contours. Using BSSN thickness, 
m ass balance, and flow-line data, in the formula of Budd and others, which assumes steady
sta te, the balance velocity is only 15% less than the true mean velocity, and this confirms 
the use of the balance velocity where true velocity measurements are not available. A calcula
tion of balance velocity from eleva tion data in the BSSN region could be very misleading 
b ecause the elevation data, excluding BSSN elevations, are precise to only ± 100 m (Behrendt 
and others, 1962), and it is imprecision in elevation data that is most likely to cause errors in 
balance velocity calculated by Equation (7). 

The velocity-profile shape function </> and the difference between the surface and mean 
velocities were obtained using d ata from " Byrd" station . The ice flow there may be more 
complicated than elsewhere because the flow line turns and there is a hill in the substrate at 
" Byrd" station (Fig. 5), so that it could be argued that the " Byrd" station bore-hole results 
should not be applied even only 40 km away, as is done here. The " Byrd" station bore-hole 
tilting data are the only data available for the ice sheet and cannot lightly be discarded ; 
moreover the favored values for </>t and (uxt - ux) a re already extreme values for " Byrd" 
station, and although the temperature profile and ice thickness m ay be different elsewhere, 
the values of </>t and (uxt-ux) canno t be very much more different from 1 and 0, r espectively, 
than are the values used. Should thi s argument be disregarded a nd a llowance m ade for an 
increased contribution of basa l sliding, the ice shee t would still be found to be close to steady
state and to be behaving simply. 

The curves for balance velocity q x and surface velocity Ux t in F igure 4 are smooth a nd vary 
together, except near " Byrd" station where the cha nge in fl ow-line direction inva lidates the 
calculations. There are no sudden changes in the main features of flow due perhaps to 
deviations of deep ice fl ow from the main fl ow direction, or to surge-like behavior of a portion 
of the studied region. This confirms the assumption that, iflocal-scale variations are smoothed, 
ice fl ow at anyone site is a ll in the same direction. In fact, the assumption seems to work on 
a scale of 10 km or about three times the ice thickness instead of ten times as earlier supposed. 
T his is an important change in interpretation compared with that of Whillans (1973), where 
deep ice advection o ff the BSSN ax is was inferred. That conclusion arose because the ice 
thicknesscs thcn used were, in part, based on a n interpreta tion of g ravity measurements that 
h ave since been a ltered due to the availability of radio-echo depth-sounding data. 

That the ice flow can be treated in the simpl e manner used here is importa n t to other 
studies of ice flow. This model is similar to the uniform flow model ofBudd (197o[aJ) and is 
like that ofWeertman (1973) a nd ma ny other studies because it assumes that the ice is flowing 
in the same direction at each depth and in the same manner everywhere. The use of the velo
city-profi le shape function </> has si milarities with the shape factor of Philberth a nd Federer 
( 19 71 ), and to the methods used by Budd and R adok (197 1, p. 25) , D a nsgaard and Johnsen 
( 1969), and Da nsgaard and others ( 1971 ). The confirmation of thi s model for nea r " Byrd" 
station supports m a ny aspects of the temperature profile modelling (Budd and others, 1973), 
a nd some time scales for the "Byrd" station ice core (Cow and others , 1973; J ohnsen and 
o thers, 1972 ). 

The ice mass is diminishing slowly, a nd nearly uniformly. If, for example, conditions at 
th e glacier bed had changed so that the ice velocity changed, certain portions of the fl ow line 
would be changing thickness more rapidly than other portions. The rates of cha nge in the 
x-direc tion of balance velocity and of surface velocity (slopes of the curves in Figure 4) differ 
by a n a pproximately constant amount, indicating that the rate of thickness change is nearly 
uniform in the study area. Such a uniform misbalance is not likely to be caused by changes 
in ice dynamics; rather, the non-steady-state behaviour is most likely associated with a 
cha nge in surface mass balance, due perhaps to a decrease in annual snowfall that began 
before the beginning of Cow's m ass-ba la nce record in A.D. 1550. 
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